
SBC Meeting 2/15/21 
1. Attendance: Sandy Barron, Laura Johnson, Susanna LaRock, Jand & Laura 

Aigeldinger, Jen and JD Boyle, Virginia Morgan, Principal Hayman 
2. Approval of Agenda: Motion; Sandy, Second Laura 
3. Approval of Agenda 
4. Reports 

a. Teachers: Ms. Barron;  
i. Battle of the Books went really well. In middle school age Olice and 

Lillian made it to the finals! Thank you to all who volunteered.  
ii. Results of the iDitacontest-ASTE came through. Gabby and Olive 

won awards and the participation was awesome! 
iii. We’re mid way through Black History Month and we’ll continue to 

be doing projects with that. 
iv. Sandy, Susanna and Debbie all received the first round of 

COVID-19 vaccines. 
v. The Custodian position is opened again. Willow's situation has 

changed so she has put in her letter of resignation. There is 
someone who will be helping part time on Tuesdays and Fridays. 
This, along with a lack of teacher’s aid has put additional strain on 
staff and it was brought up that lack of cleanliness right now is 
obviously detrimental. 

vi. Kids are doing great with social distancing and wearing masks. 
b. Principals: Mr. Hayman; 

i. Reiterated that the evening custodial position would again be 
vacant but that the HR department now has paperwork and should 
be getting job posting out soon. Mentioned that Val from Seward 
elementary would be covering the Tuesday and Friday shift to 
perform deep cleaning type duties. 

ii. Thanks to volunteers covering recesses and to Susanna for going 
above and beyond in her duties to give Ms. Barron even a few 
moments. 

iii. Thanks to Laura Johnson for help with designing Tustumena’s logo 
for the t-shirt fundraiser. 

iv. Mr. Hayman took the opportunity to discuss the many changes that 
occurred at all levels in the district, not just here at the Moose Pass 
or other schools, but at the main office as well. 

c. KPBSD Board: Ms. Morgan; 
i. Ms. Morgan volunteered an update from the KPBSD Board Meeting 

mentioning that much of the discussion has been made about 
budget and cuts. When the subject of closures was raised it was 



swiftly brought up that closures of schools in the area does not 
provide savings and has a largely negative impact on the public. 
She mentioned that it would be a good time to reach out to 
assembly members if we have thoughts on the matter. It was also 
mentioned that there had been some discussion, regarding 
students who had some ‘catch up’ to do due to the pandemic, 
potentially from less senior members, that some of the blame is due 
to teachers not doing their work and parents having to be more 
involved. Several members of today's meeting verbally disagreed 
with this sentiment and Ms. Morgan said that it might be a good 
idea to also address this subject in the letter to our assembly 
member. 
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5. Old Business: Alyeska Ski Days will not be happening this year. Mr. Haymond 

mentioned that while it did not happen this year, it is something he really does 
not want to see disappear. 

6. New Business:  
a. The T-shirt fundraiser will be ‘relaunched’ due to the fact that people who 

did not see the initial launch have been asking to purchase items. 
b. In addition to this Susanna mentioned that it would be good to ensure that 

every student has one of the T-shirts and asked that the cost be covered 
by the Moose Pass School fundraiser. Mr. Haymand got clarification of the 
amount at around $20 +/- per T-Shirt for 18 students, equalling around 
$400. Susanna motioned, Sandy seconds, Jen calls the vote. The vote 
passed unanimously that the amount of $400 would be used to purchase 
1 T-shirt for each student.  

7. Next Meeting: March 15th @ 3:45PM 
8. Motion to adjourn meeting: Laura, Sandy Second 

 
 


